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Release Notes for Patch Release#3917

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.2-rev24Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.2-rev21Open-Xchange USM 7.8.2-rev7
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #3924.

50016 When composing an email, the signatures do not get refreshed, when adding ini-
tial/new oneThis has been fixed by using standard listener.
50041 Moving files with description to external storage not workingMissing translations were added.
50258 Categories - select all in one of the tabs - info message that not all mails are selected
is missingMissing translations were added.
50371 Moving e.g. 200 mails to another category tab is not easily possibleMissing translations were added.
50714 OXtender synchronization fails with Couldn’t determine extra fields in object with
errorsThe ical analysis of an external invitation delivers an json object ”users” without sub fields, espe-cially without confirmation. This was unexpected by USM and produced an error, which led to ageneral sync error with OLOX.Now the missing confirmation is accepted and initialized by USM with 0.
50798 Renaming a root level folder which contains a Favorite Folder will lead to ”Mailfolder
not found on IMAP Server”Missing checks if parent folders get renamed or removed.This has been solved by looking for rename or removal of parent folders. On rename: anticipatechanged path and keep folder. On remove: immediately remove affected favorites. This doesn’twork if triggered by another client.
50837 Birthday on 1.1.1970 not displayedTimestamp for 1.1.1970 were interpreted as timestamp 0.Adjusted calculation from Birth Dates to solve this issue.
50997 Searching inside of sent mail folder always shows senders name in results columnThis has been solved by adding special handling in find app.

3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guidedand close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
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a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
50016, 50041, 50258, 50371, 50714, 50798, 50837, 50997,
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